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Objectives

 Discuss how emerging 
techniques in ultrasound 
address current limitations

 Demonstrate current 
applications of ultra-high 
resolution ultrasound

 Introduce the latest 
developments in elastography 
and photoacoustic imaging



Limitations of Ultrasound

 Operator dependent

 System dependent

 Post image processing

 Gain, power settings

 Transducer frequency

 Resolution and depth of imaging often a 
trade-off

 Inability to image through bone

 Lack of contrast agent



Neuromuscular Ultrasound Needs

 Standardization of imaging techniques and technology
 Some method to make findings equivalent

 NM diseases are rare and multicenter studies are a necessity

 Improved resolution to image the smallest nerves and intraneural 
structures

 Noninvasive and reliable methods of tracking disease progression 
and response to treatment
 E.g. detection of inflammation



Ultra-high Resolution Ultrasound
Need addressed: improved imaging of nerve structures



What is ULTRA-HRUS?

 Most top-end, commercially available US transducers 
image at 18-22 MHz

 Remember that higher frequencies provide higher 
resolution/detail
 Due to differences in wavelengths
 Depth of penetration

 ULTRA-HRUS refers to image at frequencies of >22 MHz



How do current HRUS probes perform?

Electron microscopy of hair 2000XUltrasound of hair 18MHz

Wortsman et al. doi: 10.7863/ultra.33.7.1265 JUM July 1, 2014 vol. 33 no. 7 1265-1272 



Ultra-
HRUS 
Facts

 An 100-MHz-ultrasound system has an axial 
resolution down to 16 μm and a lateral resolution 
down to 32 μm

 König et al Proc. SPIE 7564, Photons Plus 
Ultrasound: Imaging and Sensing 2010, 75642K 
(February 23, 2010); doi:10.1117/12.840961d



Hayashi et al. Plast Reconstr Surg Glob Open. 2019 Jan 22;7(1):e2086.

At 70 MHz, lymphatic vessels of <0.3 mm easily seen in detail; replacing intraoperative microscopy.



Imaging at 
the Level of 
Peripheral 

Nerve Fibers

 Thinly myelinated A-delta fiber: 1-5 micrometers 
in diameter

 A-alpha fiber: 13-20 micrometers in diameter –
within the resolution of the 100MHz probe.

 Can neuromuscular US move toward 
biomicroscopy?  Could this serve as an 
alternative to advanced MR neurography? Skin 
biopsy?

 Current state of research 
 For the purpose of this talk H2RUS will indicate any 

frequency >22MHz, the upper range of 
commonly available transducers



Nerve 
Fascicle 
Counting

 Cartwright et al. Muscle Nerve. 2017 
Oct;56(4):819-822. 

 20 healthy volunteers underwent median nerve 
imaging at the wrist with a 70 MHz linear array
probe

 Number of nerve fascicles ranged from 14-30; 
similar to Sunderland’s anatomical work that
showed a range of 20-35

 No relation with age, sex, BMI or nerve cross-
sectional area.

 Good inter-rater reliablity

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=cartwright+fascicles+median+nerve


Nerve Fascicle Counting

Cartwright et al. Muscle Nerve. 2017 Oct;56(4):819-822. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=cartwright+fascicles+median+nerve


Diagnostic Use in CIDP

 US increasingly used to diagnose CIDP on the basis of 
sonographically detected, multifocal nerve enlargements

 11 patients with CIDP underwent median and ulnar nerve imaging 
with a 18-20 MHz probe and a  50-70 MHz probe

 Nerve cross-sectional area values did not differ between the 
“regular” and “ultra” high resolution probes

 The ultra-high resolution probe performed better at detecting 
enlargement of individual nerve fascicles.

J Neurol. 2019 Sep;266(9):2277-2285.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31175432


Puma et al. J Neurol. 2019 Jun 7. doi: 10.1007/s00415-019-09392-z. [Epub ahead of print]

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31175432


How Ultra-HRUS Compare to 7T MRI?

 Riegler et al. Invest Radiol. 2016 Aug;51(8):529-35.
 Six healthy volunteers and 5 patients with CTS
 Fascicle count of the median nerve ranged from 13 to 23 in all 

subjects, with an ICC of 0.87 
 Higher T2 signal present in CTS patients

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27388567


New Applications and New 
Thoughts

 Reduced finger pad wrinkling in water or after topical EMLA is 
reduced in peripheral neuropathy

 What happens in finger pad wrinkling and can it be used 
diagnostically?

 Ultra-HRUS with 22 MHz probe used to image distal phalanx of fingers 
and toes before and after water immersion
 Only healthy controls used

Gechev A. Sci Rep. 2019; 9: 1640.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6367415/


Gechev A. Sci Rep. 2019; 9: 1640.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6367415/


Gechev A. Sci Rep. 2019; 9: 
1640.

Reduction of hypoechoic areas
within digital pulp

Likely fluid containing spaces

Can be quantified using standard
approach

Diagnosis of small fiber 
neuropathy?

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6367415/


(Shear Wave) Elastography
Need addressed: Ability to better diagnose and monitor NM disease, 

Standardization of methods



Elastography 
Defined

 Elastography is acoustic palpation.

 Tissue stiffnesss assessed

 All forms involve application of an external 
force to body tissues
 May be mechanical or acoustic

 Older forms (strain, ARFI) measure relative 
stiffness between tissues through amount of 
tissue displacement

 Focus today on shear wave elastography 
imaging (SWEI)



Shear Wave Tracking

Source: Lisa D. Hobson-Webb



Shear Wave Elastography Imaging 
(SWEI)

 Velocity of the propagating 
shear wave is tracked (m/s)

 Stiffness may also be 
measured in kPa

 Dispersion and attenuation 
of the wave may also be of 
interest as will be presented 
here.

Image: L. Hobson-Webb



2018
SWEI Example 
Median Nerve, 15mm focal depth

Clear shear wave 
propagation 
within the nerve in the 
forearm

Images: L. Hobson-Webb



SWEI Findings in Compressive 
Neuropathies

 Most studies demonstrate increased stiffness in 
compression/entrapment neuropathies

 Carpal tunnel syndrome and ulnar neuropathies most commonly 
assessed.

 Not all prior work has addressed the technical questions surrounding 
the technology…

 What is responsible for the increased stiffness?



SWEI in Ulnar Neuropathy at 
Guyon’s Canal (Ulnar Tunnel Syndrome)

 Paluch et al. Journal of Plastic, Reconstructive & Aesthetic Surgery. 
2018. 7: 1593-1599.

 46 patients and 39 unaffected controls

 UTS patients diagnosed based upon and physical examination and 
NCS/EMG testing.

 Imaged with B-mode US and SWEI at multiple levels along the ulnar 
nerve.



Paluch et al. Journal of Plastic, Reconstructive & Aesthetic Surgery. 2018. 7: 1593-1599.

Healthy Controls UTS patients Significance?
Mean SWEI 
(kPa)
Wrist 51 98 Y
Distal forearm 50 49 N
Mid forearm 49 48 N
Ratio Wrst/DFA 1.0 2.0 Y
Ratio Wrist/MFA 1.0 2.0 Y

Ulnar nerve CSA was larger in patients than controls– 4.63mm2 vs 3.23mm2

Was nerve size analyzed as a contributing factor? Age, handedness, proximity to bone?

100% specificity and sensitivity with cutoffs of 80kPa and ratio >1.5.



Photoacoustic Imaging
Needs addressed: Ability to diagnose and monitor disease, lack of 

contrast agent



How does PAI work?

Non-ionizing laser

Thermoelastic expansion occurs

Sound waves generated

Receiver 

Processing 
and output 

image



Can These Techniques Be APPLIED 
TO NERVE?

 Chen H et al. 2016 examined the role of photoacoustic imaging in 
early nerve injury

 Previously, the “small inherent absorption coefficient” of peripheral 
nerve tissue did not generate enough signal on photoacoustic
imaging (PAI)

 Recently it has been found that near-infrared (NIR) absorbing 
agents can enhance imaging

 Gold nanoparticles can be mixed with other substances to improve 
the PAI signal

Chen H, et al, Synthesis and characterization of an HSP27-targeted nanoprobe for in vivo photoacoustic imaging of early nerve
injury. Nanomedicine: NBM 2016;12:1453-1462



PAI Of NERVE

 Heat shock protein, specifically HSP27, is upregulated within 3-7 days 
of nerve injury

 HSP antibodies were conjugated to gold nanorods (GNR-HSP27Abs) 
for imaging

 Method tested on rats undergoing sciatic nerve crush injuries

Chen H, et al, Synthesis and characterization of an HSP27-targeted nanoprobe for in vivo photoacoustic imaging of early nerve
injury. Nanomedicine: NBM 2016;12:1453-1462



HSP27 
detected in 
Nerves by 
ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY

Chen H, et al, Synthesis and characterization of an HSP27-targeted nanoprobe for in vivo photoacoustic imaging of early nerve
injury. Nanomedicine: NBM 2016;12:1453-1462



CAN IT BE SEEN ON PAI?

Chen H, et al, Synthesis and characterization of an HSP27-targeted nanoprobe for in vivo photoacoustic imaging of early nerve
injury. Nanomedicine: NBM 2016;12:1453-1462



Chen H, et al, Synthesis and characterization of an HSP27-targeted nanoprobe for in vivo photoacoustic imaging of early nerve
injury. Nanomedicine: NBM 2016;12:1453-1462

PAI is a promising technique for
detecting injury, monitoring 
inflammation and assessing 
response to treatment.



Future of Nerve PAI

 Likely limited to research applications in the near future.

 Expensive equipment

 Lack of commercial availability

 Depth of imaging limited to approximately 100 um

 Integration with other techniques may broaden applications.**



Overcoming PAI Limitations

 Depth of imaging a primary limitation.
 Using surface illumination, 2 mm depth of imaging can be obtained (Li 

et al. J Biophotonics. 2016 Jan;9(1-2):124-8. )

 Introduce light into tissues using an optical fiber, then image at the 
surface with a clinical ultrasound transducer (14 – 5 MHz)

 Termed interventional multispectral photoacoustic imaging (IMPA)

 Permitted imaging of deeply situated structures, including nerve 
and tendon

Mari et al. J Biomed Opt. 2015 Nov;20(11):110503.



Deep Learning, 
Machine Learning & 
Artificial Intelligence
Needs addressed: Standardization, improved 
diagnostics



Artificial Intelligence

 Any technique that enables computers to mimic human 
intelligence.

 Encompasses deep learning and machine learning.

 Definite need for AI in imaging where diagnostic errors occur in 10-
15%  of radiology-interpreted cases (Bruno et al. Radiographics
2015; 35:1668-1776.)

 AI can aid in diagnosis, but guiding selection of the appropriate 
imaging protocol, correcting for operator error and extracting 
entirely new information from the available dataset.



Artificial Intelligence

Machine LearningDeep Learning

Adapted from AJR 2019. 213:1-8 



Deep Learning

 “Deep learning is a collection of algorithms used in machine 
learning, used to model high-level abstractions in data through the 
use of model architectures, which are composed of multiple 
nonlinear transformations.” (techopedia.com)

 Uses multiple layers to progressively extract higher level features 
from raw input – edges in an image

 Also known as artificial or convolutional neural networks
 Inspired by the brain’s neural networks

 Uses a specialized type of computational models

 Already used in speech recognition software, social network 
filtering, drug design and gaming



Node=
Neuron

Node=
Neuron

Nodes perform simple, linear functions

Node=
Neuron

Nodes have weighted connections/Synapses

Node=
Neuron

Node=
Neuron

Node=
Neuron

New Layer/
Output

Source information comes from expert knowledge and datasets

DEEP LEARNING
Repeat x 1 million

Nonlinear functions being performed by the interactions between the layers



Machine Learning

 A technique in which a computer can learn via training that 
employs large datasets

 Improvements in performance of tasks with increased “experience.”
 Pattern detection and image interpretation are the most important 

applications related to ultrasound.

 Radiomics encompasses many of these applications.



How does AI work with ultrasound?

 Liver lesions – benign or malignant?

 Researchers began with “small’ training dataset of 376 liver US scans 
from different institutions

 All analyzed, cropped and adjusted to a standard size, then normalized 
for echointensity using upper portions of each image

 50-layer neural network then used to extract features.

 Two steps – lesion detection and lesion classification.

Schmauch et al. Diagnostic and Interventional Imaging. 2019; 100: 227-233.



Schmauch et al. Diagnostic and Interventional Imaging. 2019; 100: 227-233.

GOOD PERFORMANCE WITH LIMITED TRAINING



AI in Ultrasound of Thyroid Nodules

 1358 thyroid nodule US images used to train a deep learning 
algorithm

 Objective: Differentiate benign from malignant thyroid nodules; 
reduce number of biopsies performed.

 Training images from a single, large hospital over the years 2013-
2017 Song et al. Medicine 2019; 98:15.



Song et al. Medicine 2019; 98:15.

Compared to single, experienced radiologist
Accuracy: 100% for the internal data set.

Why didn’t the algorithm perform as well on 
external data set?

Different US system?  Different settings?
Different operators?



Translating to Neuromuscular US

 Technical 
 Providing instructions for optimizing 

scan

 Protocol based scanning

 Automatic adjustment of depth, 
gain, power

 Generating compound imaging/3-D 
information

 Building databases for reference 
values

 Diagnostic
 Differentiating healthy from diseased 

muscle and nerve

 Pattern recognition algorithms to 
achieve a specific diagnosis

 Multifactorial analysis of imaging sets



What’s Already Here?  2019

 One company already implementing AI into new models of their 
ultrasound equipment.

 Automated fascicle counting within nerves.
 Automated size measurements of muscle and nerve

 At pre-determined sites
 Detection of abnormalities when scanning over length of the nerve
 Fasciculation detection
 Automation of muscle echointensity measures

 Increased speed of examination, increased accuracy and increased 
reliability.



Deep Learning for Myopathy

 Utilization of a form of deep learning – novelty detection (ND) 
technique – to address problems unique to ultrasound of 
myopathies
 Rarity of myopathies creates a lack of training data

 Vague presentations, mild cases of myopathy

 With ND, all training data is from normal and the systems learns to 
detect abnormalities outside that set.
 Also used embedded elements including one class support vector 

machines, elliptic envelope, local outlier factor and isolation forest

Burlina et al. Computers in Biology and Medicine 105 (2019)  46-53.



The Training Dataset and Results

 3586 images from 54 patients with myositis and 35 healthy controls
 Seven muscles  imaged bilaterally– deltoid, biceps brachii, flexor 

carpi radialis,  flexor digitorum profundus, rectus femoris, tibialis 
anterior, gastrocnemius

 Using these methods, the system correctly interpreted 84% of images 
compared to the expert human rater, who had knowledge of the 
clinical information for each patient.

Burlina et al. Computers in Biology and Medicine 105 (2019)  46-53.



OF ULTRASOUND



Precision Ultrasound Imaging
…on a Chip

 Development of ultrasound sensors that have improved sensitivity for 
detection of acoustic waves

 Even the most sensitive commercially available sensors are limited 
by electrical noise (their “noise floor).

 Using optomechanical imaging, proof of concept for a more 
sensitive device

 Sensitivity of this approach  is limited only by the “random 
momentum kicks from gas molecules as they collide with the 
sensor.”

Basiri-Esfahani et al.  Nature Communications (2019) 10:132



Implications for Future Imaging

 Numerous technological applications

 Enable measurements of not individual cells, but the sensor, “could 
be applied to observe acoustic waves generated by the nanoscale 
vibrations associated with cellular metabolism.”

Basiri-Esfahani et al.  Nature Communications (2019) 10:132



Conclusions

 Neuromuscular medicine must incorporate 
imaging to provide comprehensive, 
quality care.

 Maintaining low costs and point of care 
access will be essential.

 B-mode ultrasound imaging is only the 
beginning of this process.

 New technological advances will improve 
morphological and functional imaging of 
both nerve and muscle.
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